The History of Rome (Books XXVII-XXXVI) [with Biographical Introduction]

An epic endeavor by a man genuinely enamored of his native Rome, Livys The History of
Rome was originally written in 142 books spanning the entire history of the Roman people up
to Livys day in the time of Augustus in the first century BC. While this Roman historians
monumental undertaking took most of his life, only 35 books still survive today. Livy begins
with Aeneas landing on Italy and the myth of Romulus and Remus founding of Rome. He also
thoroughly covers numerous wars, such as the Samnite Wars, the Punic Wars, and the Social
War, as well as all of the rulers of Rome, including Julius Caesar, Nero, and Augustus.
Though the work is a bit biased, its countless references to other sources are a testament of
Livys attempt to create an accurate, understandable history of the Roman Kingdom, and, later,
the Republic. Simultaneously a glorification of Rome and a passionate warning to future
Romans, Ab Urbe Condita reflects the magnificence and ignominy, the opinions and interests,
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Biographical Introduction]: Results 1 - 16 of The History of Rome (Books XXVII-XXXVI). 1
Jan The History of Rome ( Books I-VIII) [with Biographical Introduction]. 24 Jun Roman
Empire: Historical Works by Livy, Eutropius, Marcellinus & Gibbon. Not being able to come
to any conclusion on the point in domestic cite the linen books as their authority: but neither of
them deny the record of . XXVI. The reason assigned was, intelligence received from the
Latines .. at their being passed by on account of their own want of merit.â€• XXXVI.
Easily the most celebrated historical work in English, Gibbon's account of the Roman empire
was in its time a landmark in classical and historical scholarship and remains a remarkable
fresh and powerful contribution to Chapters XXVI- XXXVI -- Responsibility: Edward Gibbon
; with an introduction by Hugh Trevor- Roper. Now, in Valerie M. Warrior's The History of
Rome, Anglophones have of early Rome by way of historical context, historiographical
background and stylistic orientation. In a brief and elegant introduction
(tattoosbyjon.com-xxvi), we learn most of what is of the city of Rome in the period of the
kings and the early republic (tattoosbyjon.com- xlii). The History of Rome, Books and the
Periochae has 27 ratings and 5 reviews. it to the conclusion of Livy's work would be
unfamiliar with the author's use of dialogue between historical figures that encourage the
virtues of the citizens. . AB Urbe Condita: Volume IV: Books XXVI-XXX Â· Ab Urbe
Condita: Bks
J. C. Yardley, Livy: Hannibal's war (books ). (/ B.C.) in the third decade of his massive book
history of Rome ab urbe the historical section of the introduction concludes with a summary of
the Second Books structure and ideals (pp. xxii-xxvi) remarks succinctly on topics. 'You
know how to win a battle, Hannibal; you do not know how to use the victory!' Livy's great
history of Rome contains, in Books 21 to 30, the definitive ancient.
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Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Volume III, The Edward Gibbon But Gibbon's style,
part historical fact and part literature, is enticing, and the sheer to be scrupulously impartial in
his presentation, endears him to the reader. In Volume III (chapters XXVII - XXXVI), Gibbon
charts the fall of the Western Empire.
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